
New Lititz DVDs for April
5/31/2016

CALL # TITLE CAST RATING DESCRIPTION

BLURAY ALVIN 

ROAD

Alvin and the 

chipmunks. Roadchip

Jason Lee, Tony 

Hale PG

Through a series of misunderstandings, Alvin, Simon, and Theodore come to believe that Dave is 

going to propose to his new girlfriend in Miami, and dump them. 

BLURAY HATEFU The hateful eight

Setsuko Hara, 

Chishu Ryu R

Bounty hunter John Ruth and his fugitive Daisy race toward the town of Red Rock, where Ruth 

will bring Daisy to justice. Losing their lead on the blizzard, they seek refuge at Minnie's. As the 

storm overtakes the mountainside stopover, our travelers come to learn they may not make it 

to Red Rock.

BLURAY HUNGER 

MOCKIN PART 2 The hunger games.

Jennifer Lawrence, 

Josh Hutcherson PG-13

 Teamed with a group of her closest friends  including Gale, Finnick and Peeta  Katniss goes off 

on a mission with the unit from District 13 as they risk their lives to liberate the citizens of 

Panem, and stage an assassination attempt on President Snow who has become increasingly 

obsessed with destroying her.

BLURAY STAR 

FORCE Star Wars. 7

Harrison Ford, 

Carrie Fisher PG-13

As Kylo Ren and the sinister First Order rise from the ashes of the Empire, Luke Skywalker is 

missing when the galaxy needs him most. It's up to Rey, a desert scavenger, and Finn, a 

defecting stormtrooper, to join forces with Han Solo and Chewbacca in a desperate search for 

the one hope of restoring peace to the galaxy.

DVD ARE VOL 1-

12 and extras Are you being served?

John Inman, Mollie 

Sugden

There's plenty of laughter when an unbelievably quirky contingent of sales clerks makes 

shopping at Grace Brothers the comic experience of a lifetime.

DVD CHINA 

SEASON 2 China Beach.

Dana Delany, 

Michael Boatman

Follows the daily lives of doctors, nurses, soldiers, and others stationed at an American base 

during the Vietnam War.

DVD WHEN 

SEASON 1 When calls the heart

Lori Loughlin, Erin 

Krakow

Tells the captivating story of Elizabeth Thatcher, a young teacher accustomed to high society 

life, who receives her first classroom assignment in Coal Valley, a small coal mining town where 

life is simple, but often fraught with challenges. Lori Loughlin plays Abigail Stanton, a wife and 

mother whose husband, the foreman of the mine, along with a dozen other miners, has just 

been killed in an explosion.

DVD FLOATI 

(Japanese) Ukigusa = Floating

Nakamura Ganjir, 

Kyo Machiko

An aging actor returns to the town where his son lives, who has believed all these years that he 

is his uncle rather than his father.

DVD TOKYO 

(Japanese)

Tokyo• monogatari = 

Tokyo Story

Setsuko Hara, 

Chishu Ryu

A self-centered couple is inconvenienced by a parental visit. When the mother falls ill, her 

children hasten to be with her.

Bluray

British TV Series

American TV Series

Foreign Films
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DVD AIRPOR Airport terminal pack

Burt Lancaster /  

Jack Lemmon,

Airport: An international airport manager attempts to keep his blizzard-torn facility open to 

rescue a bomb-damaged jetliner /Airport 1975: A private plane hits a 747 in midair. The chief 

stewardess must helps the blinded pilot control the plane.. /Airport '77: A private airliner 

loaded with guests and art treasures hits an old rig and settles underwater on a sandbank 

/Concorde: A  TV reporter becomes the target of an arms sumggler on board a Moscow-bound 

Concorde.

DVD BABY Baby boom

Diane Keaton, Sam 

Wanamaker PG

An over-achieving businesswoman's life is changed by the arrival of a twenty-two pound bundle 

named Elizabeth. She tries to juggle a high-pressure career and instant motherhood in this fast-

paced comedy about a woman who discovers what's really important in life.

DVD BANG

Bang, bang, you're 

dead!

Tony Randall, Senta 

Berger

A courier arrives carrying $2,000,000 in bonds. He is paying off a spy for secret documents. 

Andrew, an architect is posing as an oil rep. On the bus he meets Kyra, a CIA agent posing as a 

journalist. Andrew reluctantly agrees to help Kyra dispose of a dead body planted in her room 

by Casimir's henchmen. Andrew inadvertently takes the secret documents during a trip to 

Casimir to protest. Marked for death, Kyra and Andrew flee into the hills, followed by Casimir's 

right-hand man.

DVD BEE Bee season

Richard Gere, 

Juliette Binoche PG-13

Eliza demonstrates such an amazing gift for spelling any word given to her that her father Saul 

insists on coaching her himself. As Eliza's success continues, Saul's newfound devotion 

grows...causing huge changes for the entire family.

DVD BIG Big Stone Gap

Ashley Judd, Patrick 

Wilson PG-13

Ave Maria Mulligan has lived her whole life in tiny Big Stone Gap, a picturesque coal-mining 

town nestled in the hollers of southwestern Virginia. When she's not making deliveries from her 

family's pharmacy to far-flung neighbors, Ave Maria directs the annual outdoor drama festival, 

keeps chaste company with her longtime beau, Theodore, and exchanges good-natured barbs 

with local hunk Jack MacChesney.

DVD BIRDS Birds of America

Matthew Perry, 

Ben Foste R

Morrie is an uptight university professor who is anxiously seeking tenure. Morrie has raised his 

brother Jay and sister Ida, both have problems of their own. Ida is a substance abuser, as well as 

being promiscuous. Jay is a deeply gentle and sensitive soul. When Jay gets run over by a car, 

Morrie asks him to move in for a while. And then invites Ida to join them, stressing Morrie and 

Betty's relationship and jeopardizing his career with their outrageous behavior.

Feature Films
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DVD BLACK The black orchid

Sophia Loren, 

Anthony Quinn

After mobsters murder her husband, Rose Bianco works long hours making artificial flowers, to 

support herself and her son. Some suspect that Rose's demand for a lavish lifestyle pushed her 

husband to a life of crime, and they blame her for his death. Widower Frank Valente is attracted 

to Rose, and must convince her that real love exists. He must also deal with his own daughter, 

who has her own reasons for opposing his marriage to Rose.

DVD BOUNTY The bounty hunter

Dorian Missick, 

Gerard Butler PG-13

Milo, a down-on-his-luck bounty hunter, gets his dream job when he is assigned to track down 

his bail-jumping ex-wife, reporter Nicole. He thinks it's an easy payday, until she gives him the 

slip to chase a lead on a murder cover-up. Milo soon realizes that nothing is ever simple with 

him and Nicole. As the two continue to one-up each other, they find themselves on the run for 

their lives. If they thought their promise to love, honor, and obey was tough, staying alive will be 

a lot tougher!

DVD CALLER The caller

Frank Langella, 

Elliott Gould PG-13

A senior vice president decides to expose the wrongdoings he and others have committed at 

the energy company he works for. He hires a private investigator to follow him when he finds 

that telling the truth may lead to his death. For their efforts, they expose his corporation's 

corroupt practices.

DVD CIMARR Cimarron

Glenn Ford, Maria 

Schell

April 22, 1889. Tens of thousands of hopeful homesteaders are poised at the Oklahoma border, 

waiting for the gunshots that will send them on a feverish dash to claim a share of two million 

acres free for the taking.

DVD CLEANE Cleaner

Samuel L. Jackson, 

Ed Harris R

Single father and former cop Tom Carver has an unusual vocation-- he cleans up crime scenes. 

But when he's called in to sterilize a wealthy suburban residence after a brutal shooting, Carver 

is shocked to learn that he may have unknowingly erased crucial evidence, entangling himself in 

a dirty criminal cover up.

DVD CRIMIN Criminal activities

John Travolta, 

Michael Pitt

A group of friends reunites at a classmate's funeral, and stumbles upon a financial opportunity 

that's too good to pass up. But when the investment goes south, they learn that part of their 

funding came from a notoriously ruthless crime boss,  and now it's payback time. They have one 

perilous chance to the erase the debt, and if they can complete the task they just might escape 

with their lives.
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DVD CULT

The cult horror 

collection

Peter Cushing 

/Anton Diffring /  

Frank Finlay

The skull: Dr. Christopher Maitland is a collector of the occult who purchases the skullof the 

infamous Marquis de Sade. Possession of The Skull leads to a terrifying series of nightmarish 

events. / The man who could cheat death: A doctor has discovered a way to cheat death, but 

what he needs is not an ordinary pill ... it's the glands of live donors. / The deadly bees:  An 

ailing starlet is sent to a remote island to recover and little does she know that she is about to 

stumble into ... a Hive of Horror! 

DVD DEAR Dear God

Greg Kinnear, 

Laurie Metcalf PG

Tom Turner a is money-scamming con artist who goes from no-good to doing good. His 

transformation begins when a judge gives him a choice of work or prison. Tim chooses work, 

and is assigned to a post office's Dead Letter Office. There he begins a con of divine proportions - 

by responding to letters addressed to God. With a few  miracles , he's in the right place to 

pocket any offerings mailed back. But an unexpected miracle takes place when the city starts 

cheering on Tom and his loony  God Squad. 

DVD DIVORC The divorce of Lady X

Merle Oberon, 

Laurence Olivier

This romantic comedy has a handsome dashing young lawyer (Laurence Olivier) battling for his 

wits as well as his hotel room against the stunning Lady X (Merle Oberon). Each puts on a 

delightful performance as they slip around the truth.

DVD DUMMY Dummy

Adrien Brody, Milla 

Jovovich R

Steven is a recently unemployed lovable loser who has difficulty expressing himself. Steven's 

best friend is Fanny, an aspiring singer. Eventually Fanny takes a shine to Yiddish music and 

Steven finds he has a knack for ventriloquism. Steven decides to try  winning the heart of 

Lorena. Supported by an old friend and new love, Steven learns it's never too late to believe in 

yourself if somone believes in you.

DVD EAGLE Eagle eye

Shia LaBeouf, 

Michelle Monaghan PG-13

Jerry and Rachel are two strangers who are thrown together by a mysterious phone call from a 

woman they have never met. Threatening their lives and family, she pushes Jerry and Rachel 

into a series of increasingly dangerous situations, using the technology of everyday life to track 

and control their every move. Now they must carry out a high-tech assassination plot of an 

unscrupulous artificial intelligence system.
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DVD EDWARD

Edward G. Robinson 

crime dramas

Edward G. 

Robinson, Joan 

Bennett

The woman in the window: An intellectual college professor is mesmerized by the painting of a 

beautiful woman in a gallery window. When he, by chance he meets the subject of the alluring 

painting.  The stranger: A notorious Nazi war criminal lives a secret life as a college professor 

living in a pastoral Connecticut town with his lovely wife.

DVD EIGHTE Eighteen

Ian McKellen, 

Brendan Fletcher

A young man is estranged from his family and must find himself with the help of a priest and a 

tape left to him by his deceased grandfather, recording his grandfather's experiences in war.

DVD ESCORT Escort west

Victor Mature, 

Elaine Stewart

Lassiter is a former officer in the Confederate Army of the Civil War. As he travels westward 

with his daughter, he meets two distraught women who have just survived a violent assault by 

Native Americans. As he attempts to guide them safely to their ultimate destinations, more 

trouble ensues, and the run-ins with Indian tribes build to a chaotic massacre.

DVD FOR For love or money

Kirk Douglas, Mitzi 

Gaynor

Despairing at her three daughters' choices in men, an eccentric widow pays attorney Deke 

Gentry $100,000 to pair them up with pre-chosen mates.

DVD FOUR The four feathers

John Clements, 

Ralph Richardson

 With cannon fire igniting the North African skies, the British cavalry charges into battle to 

capture the strategic city of Khartoum. In the midst of the devastating carnage, a horrified 

officer resigns from his post. But he soon finds his shame is greater than his fear, and he returns 

to save his honor--and the friends he betrayed--at any cost --Container.

DVD HATEFU The hateful eight

Samuel L. Jackson, 

Kurt Russell R

A stagecoach hurtles through the wintry Wyoming landscape. Bounty hunter John Ruth and his 

fugitive Daisy race toward the town of Red Rock, where Ruth will bring Daisy to justice. Losing 

their lead on the blizzard, they seek refuge at Minnie's, a stagecoach stopover on a mountain 

pass. When they arrive at Minnie's, they are greeted not by the proprietor but by four 

unfamiliar faces. As the storm overtakes the mountainside stopover, our travelers come to learn 

they may not make it to Red Rock.
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DVD HUNGER 

MOCKIN PART 2

The Hunger Games.  

Mockingjay Part 2

Jennifer Lawrence, 

Josh Hutcherson PG-13

Katniss realizes the stakes are no longer just for survival  they are for the future. With the nation 

of Panem in a full scale war, Katniss confronts President Snow in the final showdown. Teamed 

with a group of her closest friends  including Gale, Finnick and Peeta  Katniss goes off on a 

mission with the unit from District 13 as they risk their lives to liberate the citizens of Panem, 

and stage an assassination attempt on President Snow who has become increasingly obsessed 

with destroying her.

DVD INTO Into the blue

Paul Walker, Jessica 

Alba PG-13

When a group of young divers discover the wreckage of a cargo plane at the bottom of the sea, 

they believe their dream of buried treasure has come true. What they don't realize is that there 

is also millions of dollars of illegal goods that are in that sunken plane and a group of dangerous 

criminals are already desperately searching for it.

DVD JUSTIC 

DOOM Justice League.  Doom

Voices: Kevin 

Conroy, Tim Daly PG-13

The Justice League are Earth's finest super heroes and protectors of humanity. But in the mind 

of the Dark Knight, they are potentially the most dangerous people on the planet should any of 

them go rogue. Over time, Batman has compiled top-secret contingency plans in the event he is 

forced to neutralize one of his fellow Justice League members such as Superman, Wonder 

Woman, Green Lantern, Cyborg, Martian Manhunter or the Flash.

DVD KING King Kong

Naomi Watts, Jack 

Black PG-13

Down on her luck actress, Ann meets Carl Denham, an ambitious filmmaker, who brings her to 

Skull Island where she finds the true meaning of humanity with an ape named Kong. Later in 

New York the filmmaker has  taken and displayed the ape in the quest of finding his fame which 

ultimately leads to catastrophe.

DVD LOVING Loving Evangeline

Kelly Rowan, Nick 

Mancuso adult

When the president of Thornhill Software, Robert Cannon, learns his brother, Kevin, the creative 

genius behind the company's top-secret programs, was killed in a boating accident, he returns 

to their childhood home on Nova Scotia's South Shore to retrieve the body. Evie Shaw is a 

beautiful marina owner who is convinced Kevin's death was no accident. Robert becomes 

obsessed with the stunning Evie and with finding motive behind his brother's death, an 

obsession that takes him to the core of his own company.

DVD LUNA Luna

Adam Beach, 

Tantoo Cardinal PG

Luna, an orphaned whale becomes the center of a controversy in a small coastal town when a 

government official is sent to capture it and return it to its pod. The community bands together 

under the leadership of the local chief to protect the stray whale and let it live freely in the bay.
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DVD MIDNIG Midnight run

Robert De Niro, 

Charles Grodin

Collection includes: Midnight Run;  Another Midnight Run;   Midnight Runaround;  Midnight Run 

For Your Life

DVD 

MISTER/HOLIDAY

Mr. Krueger's 

Christmas

James Stewart   

featuring The 

Mormon 

Tabernacle Choir 

Mr. Krueger's Christmas: The true message of Christmas is shared by a widower with whomever 

he meets. The restoration: On a spring day in 1820 a young man approached God with a 

question and God appeared. Their visit began the restoration of the gospel. The nativity: A re-

enactment of the nativity scene of the birth of Jesus Christ in Bethlehem.

DVD NOTES Notes on a scandal

Judi Dench, Cate 

Blanchett R

Barbara is a cynical schoolteacher who is close to retirement. Her only means of taking the edge 

off her desperate loneliness is writing in her journal. Sheba is a younger woman, who joins the 

faculty.  Later, when Barbara discovers that Sheba is having a sexual relationship with a 15-year 

old student, Barbara realizes that knowledge of this secret gives her power over Sheba which 

she can use for her own purposes. 

DVD PLACES Places in the heart

Sally Field, Lindsay 

Crouse PG

It's the 1930's in Waxahachie, Texas. Against this Depression-torn background unforgettable 

characters meet and collide. Its emotionally gripping story centers around Edna Spalding (Sally 

Fields) and her unending struggle against extraordinary hardships.

DVD REVENA The revenant

Leonardo Dicaprio, 

Tom Hardy R

Inspired by true events, an expedition of the uncharted American wilderness, legendary 

explorer Hugh Glass is brutally attacked by a bear and left for dead by members of his own 

hunting team. In a quest to survive, Glass endures unimaginable grief as well as the betrayal of 

his confidant John Fitzgerald. Guided by sheer will and the love of his family, Glass must 

navigate a vicious winter in a relentless pursuit to live and find redemption.

DVD RUNAWA Runaway jury

John Cusack, Gene 

Hackman PG-13

After a man dies in a shooting incident, his wife files a lawsuit against the company that 

manufactured the gun. Her lawyer argues that the firm in question knew the shop which sold 

the weapon was not following federal regulations. As the case goes to trial, the firearm 

manufacturer takes no chances on the outcome, and they hire Rankin Fitch, a  jury consultant  

who makes it his business to see that he knows enough about the jurors to be able to guarantee 

the result of the trial.
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DVD SAM

The Sam Elliott 

collection

Sam Elliot, Michael 

Beck, Jamie 

Kennedy

Gone to Texas: The true-life story of Sam Houston, the frontier hero and statesman whose 

bravery and vision led to the creation of the Republic of Texas -- Seduced: Detective Black 

interrogates Albert about the brutal murder of a nightclub owner. Albert admits he loves the 

club owner's wife -- I will fight no more forever: Shows events that led to the conflict in 1877 

between the Nez Perces and the U.S. Army.  -- Blue River: In the small Wisconsin town secrets 

run deep. And for Henry Howland, high school principal and repressive moral beacon of his 

community, they are about to explode in a shocking series of events

DVD STAR FORCE

Star Wars 7.  The Force 

Awakens

Harrison Ford, 

Carrie Fisher, Adam 

Driver PG-13

As Kylo Ren and the sinister First Order rise from the ashes of the Empire, Luke Skywalker is 

missing when the galaxy needs him most. It's up to Rey, a desert scavenger, and Finn, a 

defecting stormtrooper, to join forces with Han Solo and Chewbacca in a desperate search for 

the one hope of restoring peace to the galaxy.

DVD STAR WARS 

1 PHANTO

Star wars trilogy.  1 

Phantom Menace

Liam Neeson, Ewan 

McGregor PG

In this first episode of the  Star Wars  saga young Anakin Skywalker, a slave with a gift for pod-

racing, gains his freedom with help from Queen Amidala's Jedi Knights and then, in turn, helps 

the Queen defend her planet Naboo from the evil Sith Lords

DVD STAR WARS 

2 ATTACK

Star wars trilogy. 2 

Attack of the Clones

Ewan McGregor, 

Natalie Portman, PG

Anakin Skywalker has grown into an accomplished Jedi apprentice, and he faces his most 

difficult challenge yet as he must choose between his Jedi duty and forbidden love.

DVD STAR WARS 

3 REVENG

Star wars trilogy 3 

Revengo of the Sith

 Ewan McGregor, 

Natalie Portman PG-13

Torn between his loyalty to his mentor, Obi-Wan Kenobi, and the seductive powers of the Sith, 

Anakin Skywalker ultimately turns his back on the Jedi, thus completing his journey to the dark 

side and his transformation into Darth Vader.

DVD STAR WARS 

4 NEW Star wars.4 New Hope

Mark Hamill, 

Harrison Ford PG

A rebel ship is being boarded by the tyrannical Darth Vader. Luke Skywalker and his allies, 

attempt to rescue rebel leader, Princess Leia, from the clutches of the Empire. The conclusion is 

culminated as the Rebels make an attack on the  the Death Star.

DVD STAR WARS 

5 EMPIRE

Star wars trilogy 5 

Empire Strikes Back

Mark Hamill, 

Harrison Ford PG

Fleeing the evil Galactic Empire, the rebels abandon their new base on Hoth. Princess Leia and 

Han Solo escape but later are captured by Lord Darth Vader. Luke Skywalker, follows Ben 

Kenobi's command,receives Jedi training from Yoda.

DVD STAR WARS 

6 RETURN

Star wars trilogy: 

Return of the Jedi

Mark Hamill, 

Harrison Ford PG

Darth Vader and the Empire are building a new, indestructible Death Star. Meanwhile, Han Solo 

and Princess Lei have been imprisoned, and Luke must try to free them. The final battle takes 

place on the moon of Endor, with the Ewoks, lending a hand to the rebels.
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DVD TENTH The 10th kingdom

Ann-Margret, Scott 

Cohen

At the edge of the mortal world lies a mystical vortex leading to the Nine Kingdoms, a fantastic 

land where fairy tales are reinvented--and not with happily-ever-after endings. An evil queen 

has doomed Prince Wendell to life as a dog. His quest to recapture the throne leads him 

through a portal to the mythical Tenth Kingdom--Central Park! With the help of ordinary mortals 

Virginia and Tony, he battles evil in a parallel universe of trolls, goblins and fairy tale characters 

such as Snow White and Cinderella.

DVD THIRTY The 33

Antonio Banderas, 

Rodrigo Santoro PG-13

In 2010, the eyes of the world turned to Chile, where 33 miners had been buried alive by the 

catastrophic explosion and collapse of a 100-year-old gold and copper mine. Over the next 69 

days, an international team worked night and day in a desperate attempt to rescue the trapped 

men as their families and friends, as well as millions of people globally, waited and watched 

anxiously for any sign of hope.

DVD THREE 360

Anthony Hopkins, 

Jude Law R

Starts in Vienna, weaving stories set in Paris, London, Bratislava, Rio, Denver, and Phoenix into a 

single narrative. A businessman who is tempted to be unfaithful to his wife sets into motion a 

series of events which ripple around the globe with dramatic consequences.

DVD VICKI Vicki

Jeanne Crain, Jean 

Peters

When cover girl Vicki Lynn is murdered, driven detective Ed Cornell investigates as flashbacks 

chronicle her rise to the top.

DVD WALK

A walk among the 

tombstones

Liam Neeson, Dan 

Stevens R

Matt Scudder is an ex-NYPD cop who now works as an unlicensed private investigator operating 

just outside the law. When Scudder agrees to help a heroin trafficker hunt down the men who 

kidnapped and then brutally murdered his wife, the PI learns that this is not the first time these 

men have committed this sort of twisted crime, nor will it be the last. Blurring the lines between 

right and wrong, Scudder races to track the deviants through the backstreets of New York City 

before they kill again.

DVD ZIPPER Zipper

Patrick Wilson, 

Lena Headey R

Sam Ellis is a man on the rise, a hot-shot prosecutor on the cusp of a bright future. When an 

impossibly gorgeous intern at the office becomes infatuated with, he unwisely attempts to quiet 

his desires by seeing a high class escort, only to become addicted. A second and third 

appointment follows and his once idyllic life spirals out of control. When he finds himself being 

groomed to run for U.S. Congress, he must take measures to keep the press, the law and his 

wife off his trail.

Non-fiction DVD
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DVD 305.2352 

COD Codegirl

Join high school-aged girls from around the world as they try to better their communities 

through technology and collaboration. The Technovation Challenge aims to empower girls 

worldwide to develop apps for an international competition.

DVD 363.75 GAT Gates of heaven

Hosted by Errol 

Morris.

When a pet cemetery in California closes is forced to close, its dearly departed must be moved. 

This begins a strange journey involving eccentric cemetery operators and anguished animal 

lovers.

DVD 646.7 TIM

Timeless trivia.7  The 

explosive era of the 

Baby Boomers

 Episode Seven of Timeless Trivia by Sentimental Productions presents questions, answers and 

commentary about Baby Boomers, the generation that has strongly influenced society at every 

age. 

DVD 658.8 TIM

Timeless trivia.6  

Advertising slogans, 

jingles & taglines

 Episode Six of Timeless Trivia by Sentimental Productions presents questions, answers and 

commentary about the messages advertisers create to persuade the public to buy their 

products. 

DVD 758.1 HUD

The Hudson River 

School

Narrator, Bruce 

Chandler  

A group of American painters led by British born artist Thomas Cole forged an artistic vision of 

the American wilderness. This was the first American school of landscape painting.

DVD 781.66 YES 

YES Yes

Jon Anderson, 

Steve Howe, Chris 

Squire

Recorded during a series of live concerts at the Fremont theatre in San Luis Obispo, California in 

1996.

DVD 791.4334 

TIM

Timeless trivia.5  

Cartoons, comic books 

& funny papers

 Episode  Five of Timeless Trivia by Sentimental Productions presents questions, answers and 

commentary about the fictional charactesr that leapt off the drawing boards of artists and 

animators to capture the public imagination. 

DVD 914.531 

VEN Venice

Traveller: Justine 

Shapiro.

Explores Venice includes St. Mark's Square, the Basilica, Lido, Burano, Grand Canal, and Doge's 

Palace.

DVD 956.70443 

RUS Rush to war

Search for the rationale behind the war in Iraq, exploring the failed policies of several 

administrations in an expertly crafted full-length documentary. A raw, provocative look into 

America's 'War on Terror' and its effect on our society.

DVD 973 TIM

Timeless trivia. 1 Stars, 

stripes & apple pie

Narrated by James 

P. Delaney 

Episode One of Timeless Trivia by Sentimental Productions presents  questions, answers and 

commentary about the nation's patriotic pride.
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DVD 973 TIM

Timeless trivia. 2 The 

fabulous fifties

Narrated by James 

P. Delaney 

Episode Two of Timeless Trivia by Sentimental Productions presents  Poodle skirts at sock hops, 

automatic pinsetters at bowling alleys and drive-in theaters are all a part of this episode of 

Timeless Trivia. The idea is to engage memories and create an atmosphere for viewers to have 

some fun.

DVD 973 TIM

Timeless trivia. 3 

Famous faces, famous 

places

Narrated by James 

P. Delaney 

Episode Threee of Timeless Trivia by Sentimental Productions presents  Questions and 

commentary about familiar faces and places that is meant to engage memories and create an 

atmosphere for viewers to have some fun.

DVD 978 TIM

Timeless trivia.4 Lives 

& legends of the old 

west

 Episode Four of Timeless Trivia by Sentimental Productions presents.  We journey both back in 

time to the Old West in this edition of Timeless Trivia by Sentimental Productions. The 

questions, answers and commentary explore teh American frontier. 
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